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Abstract
In a recent comparison of methods of highly oscillatory numerical integration the authors appear to have overlooked
some works which seem to compete e.ectively with several of those described. It is the intention brie/y to illuminate this
with a number of examples reworked. In so doing, it is found that three commonly used Fortran compilers give curiously
di.ering results on a number of occasions. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The paper by Evans and Webster [7] describes a number of methods suitable for highly oscillatory
integrals which can have irregular oscillation. The :ve methods presented for comparison in seven
de:ned numerical tests relate to works by Levin [9], Evans [3], Evans [5] and by Evans and Webster
[6]. Mention is also made of the paper by Ehrenmark [1] with the conclusion that the method
described therein appears to perform little better than Simpson’s rule. Consequently no comparisons
are made with this work.
It is noted that, of the references quoted in the paper [7] only one of those not involving one of
the authors (on product integration) was published in the last decade. Although the paper [7] does
not claim the status of a survey paper, there are other works from that decade which might usefully
have been considered and, in particular, since reference was made to [1] it seems prudent that some
of the follow up work from this paper might be investigated.
In [1] was established a generalised one-parameter Simpson’s rule (with a rigorous error formula)
which appeared to work well with oscillatory integrals. The observation was made that there often
seemed to be an optimal choice for the parameter (essentially a wave number—k) and it appeared
in examples that an error curve plotted against k would often cross the axis. The problem remained
how, in general cases, best to choose k so as to get as close as possible to the cut. As observed
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by the authors in [7], in that early work Ehrenmark had not achieved a suEciently robust strategy
to make the method generally competitive. Moreover, in his earlier work, Evans [3] has extensively
delineated the limitations of this 3-point rule in examples exhibiting very high oscillation. However,
works by others in the next decade were partially to remedy this situation and to extend the number
of generalised quadrature rules of the type pioneered in [1].
The most signi:cant of these works is, without doubt, that in 1993 by KHohler [8]. Earlier (1992)
Van Daele et al. [11] had published a work generalising that in [1] to two independent parameters
(k1; k2). 1 The work [11] followed earlier work by Van den Berghe et al. [12] constructing more
general quadrature formulae of the type promoted in [1]. These appear to have gone unnoticed by
Evans who considered classes of similar rules in attempts [3] to improve on the initial formula
of Ehrenmark [1]. The Belgian authors generally used local truncation error properties to attempt
parameter optimisation and, whilst this undoubtedly improved on the results of [1], the real break-
through came with KHohler’s work [8] in which a global optimisation technique for the one-parameter
formulas was described and proved rigorously for a certain class of integrals. This, of course, reduces
the function count cost by an order of magnitude and prompted the present author to investigate [2]
the generalisation of KHohler’s technique to a wider class of integrals and using the two-parameter
generalised rule (a generalised Boole’s rule is available by allowing the limit k1 → k2). This latter
work has enabled further comparisons to be made with the methods proposed by the authors in [7]
and in the Section 2 are presented the results for all the seven test integrals listed in that work.
2. Numerical tests
In the interests of brevity readers are referred to the original papers for all details, but the present
author provides (at least for the year of publication) f 77 coding for the integration routine (and
function count) used in [2] on which the results above are based. This (untabbed) coding can be
found on the web-site http:/www.lgu.ac.uk/cismres/jcamr.html.
Readers will note that the program is hard-wired for all seven examples. One curiosity is that
very di.erent results emerge depending on the compiler used. The three columns of results are the
output from respectively SUN Solaris f 77, Salford f 77 and Salford f95 compilers and the results
(on essentially identical coding) are signi:cantly di.erent in many cases. In the Table 1, the value
of N represents the count on function calls.
Problems have arisen, particularly w.r.t. Example 3. The highly oscillatory nature of the integrand
near the upper limit is evidently causing a problem for the subdivision routine and no more than 7
:gure accuracy seems attainable. For many of the other examples however, the method tested here
(formula in [2]) is competitive. For comparison with another work, the total function count for the
‘Inverse Method’ (see [7] and [4]) has been included in the Table 2. Although this method often
uses less function counts for given accuracy, it does require the overhead of extra manipulation
(e.g. solving for inverse function using Newton’s method and then linear interpolation to start) and
it can be argued that the gain in accuracy is o.set by the extra work required. Here, the results
given for the inverse method are based on achieving 12 correct digits. In [6] the authors also make
1 This formula had :rst been derived in unpublished work [10] in 1987 and discussed more fully in an unpublished
working paper (1992) with the same title and author as [2].
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Table 1
Relative errors of 7 test examples of [7] computed on three di.erent Fortran compilers
Test No. N SUN f 77 N Salford f 77 N Salford f 95
1 290 0:241D − 12 450 0:338D − 12 450 0:690D − 11
2 590 0:205D − 12 2010 0:328D − 09 2010 0:210D − 10
3 2010 0:452D − 07 2010 0:325D − 07 2010 0:458D − 04
4 190 0:318D − 12 210 0:194D − 13 190 0:129D − 13
5 270 0:391D − 13 350 0:398D − 12 250 0:678D − 11
6 2010 0:855D − 12 1750 0:248D − 12 2010 0:399D − 10
7 710 0:256D − 12 710 0:540D − 12 870 0:954D − 11
Table 2
Listing of integrals and a comparative function count (see text)
Test No. Integral Inverse method function count
1
∫ 1
0 cos(10x
2) sin(50x) dx 138
2
∫ 
0 cos(x) cos(40 cos x)= dx;  = 0:72 680
3
∫ 1
0 sin x cos(500(x
2 + x)) dx 648
4
∫ 	
0 cos(30x) cos(30 cos x) dx 3036
5
∫ 	=2
0 sin x cos(cos x)cos(100 cos x) dx 186
6
∫ 2
0 e
xsin(50 cosh x) dx 2952
7
∫ 1
−1 cos(47	x
2=4)(cos(41	x=4)) dx 524
the observation that not all users of integration routines are equipped to carry out the additional
mathematical manipulations of some of the more ‘powerful’ methods.
3. Conclusion
The versatility has been considered here of the formula presented in [10,11] using the global
optimisation technique developed by KHohler. The work [2] demonstrated asymptotic capability of this
combination in that global error is O(h−10). Here asymptotic nature is stressed as the multiplying
coeEcient (independent of h) can of course be quite large. That theory is partly vindicated by
the preceding results which, it is believed, indicate that the use of the combination provides an
eEcient and cost-e.ective integrator which, above all else, is user friendly. In [6] Evans and Webster
highlighted the need to consider overheads when objectively deciding on a suitable routine. Function
counts alone could not determine the optimum procedure and a model of the type used here is
invoked simply by entering the integration limits and the integrand in a program. There will be many
occasions where such an approach will be competitive with some of the more subtle integration
routines listed in [7] that will require a signi:cant amount of mathematical manipulation before
integration can begin.
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